Theater lovers can sign up for annual trip to NYC
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The Ohlone Theatre Department is gearing up for its annual trip to New York City. This year’s destination: Las Vegas, maybe. Mark Nelson, a member of the theater faculty and teacher of the Survey of the Arts course, leads the trips to New York.

The trip is a part of TD-102 Theater Appreciation course, offered during the summer semester. The summer of 2015 with be the 14th trip. “Because of skyrocketing costs we might actually divert to Las Vegas, which has over 25 Broadway productions,” he said.

The current base price for students to New York is $1,620. This would cover airfare, a hotel room (shared with three other students), a subway pass and a three-day tour-bus pass.

In addition to frequenting Broadway plays, past groupshavevisitedGround Zero, a cruise to the Grand Canyon and cost students $1,100, assuming they went four to a room. “I usually take about 30 students,” Nelson said.

(“But” anyone can join us. Family, friends, spouses.”

Non-student travelers will need to fill out an application and be approved by Nelson to join the trip, and a $200 non-refundable deposit is due before Dec. 1. All travelers also are expected to attend three meetings in April and May.

“It’s a great adventure” said Nelson, and slots are filling up fast.

For more information, contact Mark Nelson at mnelson@ohlone.edu.
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